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1.  FIRST CONNECTON TO AYLOOK 
 
Before connecting to the AYLOOK program, you should proceed with some simple configuration steps that 

will make it compatible with the reality in which it will be installed: i.e. a LAN net, a simple analogic video 

surveillance circuit, or both.  

 

Here are the data for the first log in to AYLOOK video recorder: 

 

VIDEO RECORDER IP ADDRESS: 192.168.5.200 

LOGIN AND PASSWORD: admin – admin 

 

To use the AYLOOK video recorder it is necessary to launch an Internet Explorer or Firefox session 

from a PC with OS Windows. 

In case you have connected a new hard disk a following screen image will appear and you will have to 

insert a login and password (admin – admin); 
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In the future, only in case of mounting new disks the following screen image will appear: 

 

 
 

This screen image will report you that a new disk was added/removed and that it should be 

configurated. To launch the system you should choose the menu option “configurate all the 

present disks and store them as image archive”, click on the button a wait for a few minutes. 

After the end of configuration of the new disks, or immideately as a welcome screen in case you 

have purchased an Aylook system with appropriate preconfigurated disks will appear the 

following screen image that will allow you to access the Aylook system. 
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Enter Login, default Password (admin-admin), and press “Enter”. The password can be changed 

immediately clicking “Change password” button. 

In case a wrong login or password is entered an error message will appear. 

At the first connection, it is necessary to approve the installation of the plug-in or activeX control, 

depending on the browser you are using. 

 

 
Aylook home page 
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Warning After the first access, it is possible to assign AYLOOK a not used static IP address and 

therefore to reset the class of the IP address of your personal computer (see Paragraph 

3.2). 

 

Which ports I have to open, to publish aylook on the internet….? 

• 80(http): web interface 
• 81(tcp): video streaming (shall be in any case <http port> + 1) 
• 22(ssh): remote support (open it only in case of request)o di necessita') 
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2. SETUP CONFIGURATION 
 
Clicking the AYLOOK logo you can open the menu and therefore access to various configurations (assign 

an IP address to the videorecorder, add-on IP and analog cameras, create messages, manage users, 

etc.) 

 

 
 

 
3.1  Setup Menu: possibile configurations 

 

After clicking AYLOOK logo you will see a drop-down list box that allows you to access to the 

configuration pages of the system. 
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Clicking the relative keys you can access various areas of configuration. 

 

Live Images Enables live visualization of the cameras. 

Full screen  Enables live visualization of the cameras, excluding 

any other section of the site. 

History Log Enables visualization of the event storage records  

(motion, disconnections, messagges, etc.). 

Images search Enables access to the registered images search. 

Images export Enables access to the export of images section. 

Setup Enables access to the system setup. 

Guide Enables access to the Aylook manual. 

Disconnections Key to terminate a working session.  
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3.2  Network video recorder (NVR) Setup 

 

In the Setup section you will find all the configuration menu sections of the NVR. 

The first and mandatory step is to set up the network connection parameters. 

 

 
 

 

Warning Every change of IP address will result in closing of the current Explorer page and the 

automatic restart of a new session linked to the new IP address. 
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 Inside the “Links Settings” menu you will find the following options: 

- Secundary network: setup of the secundary network card (optional). 

- Mobile network: setup of the provider for the UMTS modem (optional) 

- DDNS: setup of the DDNS server (optional) 

- SMTP: configuration of the SMTP server, to be used to send e-mail (optional)  
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Once you finished with introduction of data in “links” menu, close the window pressing “X” and choose 

the menu “Settings”: 

 

 
 

Inside “Settings” menu it is possible to configure: 

- System data: name and specification of network video recorder (NVR): a title will appear on the Live 

page. 

- Date/hour: current date and time. 

- Images archive: specify lifetime of the images on the hard disk before deleting. 

 

Once you finished with introduction of data in “Settings” menu, close the window pressing “X” and choose 

menu “Maintenance”: 

Inside “Maintenance” menu you can: 

- Upgrate: it is possible to load updated files sent by AYLOOK support team or download them from our 

site www.aylook.com. 

 

 

http://www.aylook.com/
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- Modules: it is possible to activate new options of the software (e.g. vehicle registration number) by 

inserting an activation code sent by the support team. 

 

 
 

- Analysis: in this section you can activate the optional video analytics modules. 
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- Data: you can export/import/restore the whole database of the NVR (users, motion areas etc.). 

 

 
 

- Log: you can export the system Log of the NVR (as an Excel file) to check the access of registered 

users, time of sending an SMS, time of motion detect etc.  
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- Shut-down: allows reboot or shut-down of the NVR. 

 

 
 

3.4  Cameras settings 

 

Clicking on “Cameras” key you will see settings of the cameras connected to AYLOOK. 
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To complete the fields you should insert: 

 

- Name: fill in a text box that will appear in the list of cameras. 

- Model: select the exact model of the IP camera, or choose “Analog camera” for a camera with BNC. 

- BNC port: specify a BNC port number, to which an analog camera was connected (can be selected only 

in case your AYLOOK version is equipped with the optional analog frame grabbers). This section will 

appear only if you selected “Analog camera” from the list of cameras. 

- IP Address: specify IP address of the camera network. 

- Username: specify the username configured (if any) in the cameras website 

- Password: specify the password configured (if any) in the cameras website 

- Options: this key will be enabled only for analog cameras and allows to adjust 

luminosity/contrast/saturation/tonality of the images. These parameters for IP cameras are adjusted 

on board of the cameras. 

- Connectivity Test: MANDATORY for whichever model of camera inserted (IP or analog) (see notes). 

- Registration: select a desired video stream to store images. 

 

 

 

Connectivity 

Test 

The last generation cameras are able to send several video streams simultaneously 

(H264/MPEG4/MJPEG) even with different resolutions. It is highly important to specify 

directly on the cameras the type of video compression as well as desired resolution for 

every type of streaming. AYLOOK during connectivity test will list various types of video 

stream(ing) and will offer them to the user. 

Therefore it will be the user to decide which video stream to register for live 

visualization (it is recommended to choose a weakly compressed high quality video 
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stream, MJPEG/MPEG4, to maximize the amount of stored informations) and which 

video stream to select for live visualization (it is recommended to choose a highly 

compressed low quality video stream, H264/MPEG4, but with high Fps, to minimize the 

bandwidth occupation). 

 

3.5  Activity detection, movement detection (optional) and privacy zones settings 

 
 

Clicking on the key “Activity detection settings“ you will be able to set up all the cameras connected to 

AYLOOK. 

 
 

To define an area of activity detection to the camera you should choose it from the box “Cameras”. After 

doing so you will see in the window the live image produced by the camera. Then set up “New” and 

name it in the box “Area“. 

At this moment in the left upper corner of the image of the camera will appear a red frame that will 

represent an activity detection zone. 

This zone can be: 

- relocated: holding the mouse pressed inside the zone it is possible to drag the frame to 

a prechosen point. 

- zoomed: holding with the mouse the bottom right angle of the frame it is possible to 

drag it, stretching the area (inlarge/minimize). 

 

After every modification of the zone/frame click “save“ to store the new settings. 

After defining the size and position of the area, you should define Immunity and Percent: 

- Immunity indicates the immunity threshold in respect of false alarms like lighting change, small 

objects (leaves) in motion etc. (on the range 1-100). 
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(the lower is the threshold of this parameter the higher will be the sensibility of the zone). 

- Percent indicates the minimum portion of the area affected by motion (on the range 1-100). 

(the lower is the threshold of this parameter the higher will be the sensibility of the zone). 

 

After setting up these parameters click “save“ to store the new settings. 

 

Inside the same camera you can create several motion areas. 

The horizontal toolbox under the Live image is useful during the motion detect test. Selecting one of the 

zones of motion detect, created inside the cameras, (a zone is selected when it is marked red) it is 

possibble to varify if a test movement is identified. 

Inside the vertical toolbox there is a threshold that will vary while changing the percent parameter. All 

the movements detected below this threshold will be marked blu and will not demonstrate any activity. 

Vice versa those which exceed the threshold will appear orange and will activate the registration process. 

 

To modify/delete the inserted area select its name in the right lower part of the list. After setting up  

these parameters click “save“ to update the new settings or click “delete” to remove them. 

 

Motion 

detection of 

Live images 

Every event of motion detection of Live images will be demonstated by a red frame that 

will border the allarmed camera. 

 

 
 

P.S. A modification or deleting of a motion detected area may influence active schedules that applies on 

the eliminated zones. We recommend, before to eliminate an area, to cancel the schedules of the 

engaged cameras. 
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Advanced 

algorythms of 

motion 

detection. 

From the release 4.2.32 there are available licenses (with the concent of the 

Commercial office of Anteklab) to apply the advanced algorythms to Aylook associated 

cameras. 

The described above motion detection can be understood as a “base” motion detection 

that reveals an activity not necessarily connected with an allarm situation e.g. flashing 

lights at night-time, strong wind swinging trees etc. 

To avoid false alarms it is necessary to install advanced algorythms that consider a lot 

of optional parameters (dimension of persons/objects that enter into camera view, 

movement uniformity, particular pathway search made by eventual intruders etc.).  
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Clicking the key “Motion detection” you will see the page of all movement detection settings of the 

cameras connected to AYLOOK. 

We should remind you that to enable the advanced motion detection algorithms you should buy and 

enable an optional software license. 

 

 
 

On the left side of the window you will see the list of the cameras connected to Aylook. If you want to 

apply the acquired license to a camera put a check to the right of the camera' name.   

The meaning of the parameters of motion detection (both in “simple” and “advanced” sections) as well  

as "Rules" part are interpreted in the specific manual which is delivered together with the license. 
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Privacy zones  

 

Privacy zones are available only for analog cameras (for IP cameras you should consult 

their web site) and are created following the same procedure as motion detection areas. 

The created privacy screen will obscure a portion of the video that will be neither 

visualised nor recorded. 

 

 
 
3.6  Patrol configuration 

 

Clicking the key "Patrol" you will see the panel of settings that will allow you to operate dome cameras. 
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Preset Points   

A preset point is a pre-defined “view” (Pan, Tilt, Zoom) stored in the configuration of a PTZ camera. To 

recal a preset point, means to restore the view without the need of user interaction. Every PTZ camera 

model manages a different number of preset points and a different way to define them. What Aylook 

does, is to recall the defined preset points, either in Live or during the ‘Patrol’ function. 

 

Hint 

Since during patrol the preset points are recalled in sequence, every preset point 
should be define to be ‘close’ to the previous one, to avoid wide movements of the 
camera, which will result in a low quality recording. During fast movements, every 
camera produces confused and in fact not useful images. 

 

Patrol setup 

Preset points is a sequence of focused points that is programmed and assigned by the user for a dome 

camera. This sequence is organized taking as reference already memorized points and defining the time 

of focusing on them. In such a way you get a continuous surveillance of all the preset points. 

For patrol setup first of all choose a dome camera, then in the related panel you will see the fields 

caracterizing the patrol. 

 

3.7  Holidays settings 

 

Clicking the key "Holidays settings" you can choose from the list of presets and personalise the days 

that should be considered as festivities. 
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Preset holidays: a list of preset festive days. Mark with a check the days that you want to be recorded. 

Persinolized holidays: you can also add custom days, defining a name, periodicity and date. Press the 

key "New", insert the data and save. 
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3.8  Recording scheduling 

 

Clicking the key "Recording scheduling" you will see the panel of settings that will allow you to define 

the days and mode of registration. 

 

 
 

To program a particular camera click to the right of its name and fill in the fields "Recording scheduling 

for Aylook camera": day of the week, or all the days of the week, or only holidays in which this camera 

should record (starting hour, finishing hour). 
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To select the recording mode click on one of the "brushes" icons and move the mouse to chose the 

timetable: 

- Record always, 

- Record only on activity/motion detection, 

- Record always and detect activity/motion. 

Automatically at every scheduling of the time and date a new window of settings will be opened. To 

memorize the data press "Save".    

 

 
 

Activating the scheduling the camera will move automatically from one point to another. The eventual 

non defined or not set points will be excluded. After the end of patrol scheduling the dome camera will 

return automatically to the first preset point (home).   

From the Live page it is possible to stop temporary a patrol of a PTZ camera to move it manually.  

 

Scheduling For every camera there will be automatically generated "Record always" schedule, which 

can be deleted or modified at any time, selecting the desired mode and applying the 

corresponding colour of the "brush" icon. 

 

Attention - It is not possible to enable video analytics (even the basic motion detection) when the 

camera is recording in patrol mode. The reason is that video analytics can not be 

performed on moving images, to avoid the generation of false positives. 

- It is strictly recommended not to set the patrol mode 24/7 to avoid mechanic 

degradation of the moving parts. 
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Attention If you overlap a continuous recording with a motion detect,the last will have a priority. 

 

Hint Motion detection recording requires a high processing capacity. 

Please take it in consideration to avoid the overload of the system, resulting in a 

sensible degradation of the responsiveness. 

 

To modify a programmed recording select "Do not record" mode, and cancel the required scheduling 

moving the mouse. 

3.9  Groups of cameras and and cyclic view configuration 

 

Selecting “Groups of cameras” you will open the related settings panel. 

To add a new group, just press “New”, assign the name and chose the lay-out from the list visible in the 

lower part of the form; then, drag&drop the camera from the list to the right to define which camera will 

be visible in which box. Once done, “Save” will permanently add the new group to the list of video-

sources.  

 

 
 

Selecting “Cyclic view” you will open the related settings panel. 

To add a new cyclic view, just press “New”, assign the name, then drag&drop the camera or the groups 

from the list of video-sources to the right, to compose the list of video-sources which will be visible in 

sequence into the cyclic view. “Time” represents the pause between the representation of one view and 

the following one. 

Once done, “Save” will permanently add the new cyclic view to the list of video-sources.  
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Warnig User missing the permissions to view one camera, will not be able to see even the 

groups containing the camera. Permissions are set in the section ‘Settings of User’s 

profiles’. 
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3.10  Settings of user’s profiles 

 

Selecting “User’s profiles” you will open the related settings panel. This will allow to define who can see  

or do what. 

 

 
 

Warning The complexity of the user’s profiles depends on the optional modules enabled. 

 

The factory default setting of AYLOOK is composed by 3 pre-defined profiles: 

Viewer 

This kind of user can: access the live images, access the full-screen mode, manage the lay-outs, define 

groups of cameras, move cameras, access cyclic views. 

Controller 

This kind of user, additionaly, can access the recorded images. 

 Administrator 

This kind of user has full control of the system 

 

If push-buttons and/or control lights were defined, then it is possible to decide the related permissions 

for every user’s profiles. 

 

Warning Only the users with ‘Administrator’ permission should be given the possibility 

to access to the Setup. In this way, only the Administrators will be able to 

decide which user will see which camera. 
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The factory-defined profiles can be of course customized and in any case it is possible to define new 

profiles. 

To add a new profile press “New”, assign a name, then simply select/unselect the permissions to be 

assigned to the profile. Once done, “Save” will permanently add the new profile to the list. 

To edit an existing profile, just select it from the list and apply the changes. Once done, “Save” will 

permanently save the changes.  

The section ‘Users’ shows alla the users belonging to the currently selected profile. 
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3.11  Users settings 

 

Selecting ‘Users’, you will open the related control panel. This will allow to define the users enabled to 

access the system.  

 

 
 

To add a new user, just press “New”, then fill the requested data in: 

- Name: Enter the name 

- Family name: Enter the family name 

- Login: Enter the ‘login’ name to access the system 

- Profile: Select the profile the new user will belong to (and therefore assign all the related permissions) 

- Language: enter the language used to interact with the system 

- Supervision password required: flag if the user requires a supervisor to access the system. 

Once done, “Save” will permanently add the new user to the list.  

 

Supervision 
password 

Supervision password required is needed when the user has the right to access the 

system only when supervised by a second user. Typical application is the control on live 

or recorded images which has to be done only in presence of a supervisor, as the 

syndicate representative in case of work surveillance. 

 

Warning Login must be unique on the system. 

 

Attention: the password is directly managed by the user at the login page. The default 

password for every new user is “123456” and has to be changed after the first login. 
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3.12  User’s settings – change of the password 

 

The password can be managed via the login page. 

 

 
 

Selecting “Change password” before to login, it will be possible to enter and confirm the new  

password. 

 
 

To change the password is therefore required to: 

- enter your login (defined by the system administrator). 
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- enter the current password (the default password at the first login is 12345678) 

- enter the new password (at least 8 chars to fulfill the minimal safety rules) 

- confirm the new password 

- select “Apply” to save the new settings and login the system. 

 

In the login page, there are 3 controls: 

- Quality: tells the system the quality of the video-streaming: Max, High, Average, Low. They 

correspond to the 4 video-streamings defined during the connection test of each camera. 

To be used to control the bandwidth of the connection between the personal computer (client) and the 

video-recorder. 

 

 
 

Once logged-in, it is possible to change the quality of the connection using the 4 push-buttons placed on 

the top of the video-sources list, on the right part of the screen. 

  

Warning If the button representing the current connection quality becomes yellow (not enough 

bandwidht of the connection between the client and the recorder) or red (excessive 

computation power requested to the client),it is recommended to select a lower quality 

connection. 
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- Page: set the landing page to the system. 

- Remember me: the login password is no more requested. 

 

3.13  Settings of Messages 

 

Selecting ‘Messages’, you will open the related control panel. This will allow to define e-mails, events-

generated messages, sms and mms to be related to the system ‘Actions’. 
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Select “New” to add a new text message to the list. 

 
 

- Type: Notice, E-mail, SMS or MMS (only when the optional UMTS module is connected to the 

system). A message of type “Notice” will be listed into the log-history of the system. 

- Subject: is the name used inside the system to identify the message. 

- Text: body of the message. It is possible to insert tags which will be replaced into the message by 

text filled automatically by the system, like current date/time, name of the camera generating the 

event and so on; see below the table TAG for the whole list. 

- Sender: for e-mails only: address of the sender. 

- Recipient: e-mail address or phone number which send the message to. Multiple addresses/numbers 

must be separated by ‘,’. 

- Category: it is possible to organyze the messages in categories, choosing from the existing 

categories or defining new values. 

- Linked camera: it is possible to link a camera to the message, to get snapshots related to the 

message into the history log. 

- Icon: it is possible to link an icon to the message, choosing one of the pre-defined or loading custom 

images (suggested size is 80x60 pixels). The icon will be related to the message into the history log. 

 

Tables of available TAGs 
 

[DATA] Day of the event 
 

[ORA] Time of the event 
 

[TIMESTAMP] Date/Time in the internal format  

[TIME_NO_SEC] Date/Time in the internal format, no seconds  

[TELECAMERA] Name of the camera generating the event 
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[IMMAGINI] Snapshots generating the event (motion detection, plate recognition) 
 

[STATO TELECAMERE] Status of the cameras 
 

[STATO AYLOOK] Status of the system 
 

[NOME AYLOOK] Name of the video-recorder generating the event 
 

O
nl

y 
w

he
n 

so
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e 
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e 
is
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[NOME 

INGRESSO] 
Name of the Input port 

 

[VALORE 

INGRESSO] 
Value of the Input port 

 

[INPUTID] Id of the Input port  

[NOME USCITA] Name of the Output port 
 

[VALORE 

USCITA] 
Value of the Output port 

 

[OUTPUTID] Ido f the Output port  

[BUTTONID] Id of the virtual push-button generating the event  

[BUTTONNAME] Name of the virtual push-button generating the event  

[CLASSIFICAZIONE ERRORE] Severity of the system  problem 
 

[DESCRIZIONE ERRORE] Description of the system  problem 
 

[TARGA] Plate just recognized 
(only if the optional modules AyAccess / AyPlate are enabled)  

A
ya

cc
es

 
on

ly
 

[TAGRFID] RfId Tag just read  

[UTENTE] Name of the user linked to the RfId tag just read  
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Usage 
sample 

Message to be used to send a ‘motion detected’ warning: 

 

“Day: [DATA], Time: [ORA]. Activity detected by the camera [TELECAMERA] of the 

recorder [NOMEREGISTRATORE]. Shots follow: [IMMAGINI].” 

 

Message to be used to send a User detected’ warning: 

“Day: [DATA], Time: [ORA]. The user [UTENTE] has been detected by the camera 

[TELECAMERA] of the recorder [NOMEREGISTRATORE]. Shots follow: [IMMAGINI].” 

 

 

3.14 Settings of Actions 

 

Selecting ‘Actions’, you will open the related control panel. This will allow to define complex ‘automation 

scripts’, based on scheduling and reactions of the system to pre-defined events. These automation scripts 

are called ‘Actions’ in AYLOOK. 

 

 
 

Every ‘Action’ is composed by 3 sections: 

1) NAME + TIME   2) CONDITIONS   3) REACTION 
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1) Name and time (when) 

Assign a Name (used to idendtify the procedure) and a time or a timer ange: one specific day, or which 

day(s) of the week. To do it, click on the red bar and use the brush to enable/disable the procedure.  

 

2) Condition (if) 

Select from the list to the left the event(s) to be fulfilled to run the procedure, using the button <-> to 

move to/from the list to the right.  

 
 

events Remarks 
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Motion detected When a camera detects movement 

Pressed A virtual button is selected 

The output Output state 

The input Input state 

Connected/disconnected Connection status 

Accepts/Refuses/Ignores plate Automated car plates recognition 

Accepts/Refuses/Ignores/Identifies RFID tag 

 

RFID access control 

System error  

Raid controller HDD raid controller 

Variable Variables 

Bus connected/disconnected Link to external Bus automation systems 
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All the events or only one event must be fulfilled to run the procedure: you can decide it by the radio-

buttons on the top. 

 

 
 

Important: only events where a change in the status is detected can be used as main event used to run 

a procedure, like ‘change state’, ‘gets pressed’, ‘motion detected’. 

On the opposite, events/conditions which are not dinamically changing, like ‘is equal’, ‘is less than’ can 

just be used as additional conditions. 

The reason is that, having some ‘static’ condition as conditional event, the procedure should be executed 

continuously. 
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3) Reaction (then) 

Select from the list to the left the actions to be taken when the ‘if’ is fulfilled. Again, use <-> to move the 

actions to and from the right list.  

 

 
 

The available actions are: 

 

Action Remarks 

Send e-mail/SMS/MMS Sends a pre-defined message 
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[MESSAGE]  

Go to [CAMERA] Opens the web page of the given camera 

Produce event [EVENT] [SOUND] Produces the given event, which will be stored into 

the events log. 

Execute GET http [ADDRESS] Executes the script. 

Change the digital output [OUTPUT] [STATUS]  Change the state of the output 

Change the analogical output [OUTPUT] to [VALUE 

or VARIABLE] 

Changes the value of analogical output, assigning 

a value or the the value of a variable. 

Magnify [CAMERA] Magnifies the Camera 

Move [CAMERA] [PRESET] For PTZ only: moves the view to the selected 

preset point. 

Set user [STATUS] Changes the state o fan user (only with AyAccess - 

AyPlate) 

Start recording [CAMERA] with frame rate 

[FRAMERATE] 

Changes the status of the given camera to 

recording mode 

Start recording on motion detection  [CAMERA] 

with frame rate [FRAMERATE] on zone [ZONE] 

Changes the status of the given camera to 

recording on motion detection mode 

Start recording and enable motion detection 

[CAMERA] with frame rate [FRAMERATE] on zone 

[ZONE] 

Changes the status of the given camera to 

recording on motion detection mode in the given 

area 

Start recording and Patrol [CAMERA] with frame 

rate [FRAMERATE] running the patrol [TOUR] 

Changes the status of the given camera to 

recording mode and starts a patrol tour. 

Delete recording [CAMERA] Erases the recording schedule 

Start recording [CAMERA] [TIME] Changes the status of the given camera to 

recording mode for a given time 

Magnify Web browser [SOUND] Maximies the web browser with the given alarm 

sound 

Export video of [CAMERA] in the range  [TIME] to 

FTP address [FTP] as [USER-PASSWORD] 

Exports and sends to a given FTP site 

Increment variable [VARIABLE] [VALUE] Sums VALUE to VARIABLE 

Set variable [VARIABILE] [VALUE or VARIABLE] Sets VARIABLE to a given VALUE or to the value of 

a given VARIABLE 

 

 

Warning If you need to produce messages, it is necessary to define the messages first 

 

If you decide to produce a sound, this will be generated by the speaker of the connected 

clients.  

 

Some conditions and actions are available only with optional modules. 
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Once dfined, the procedure is promptly active and enabled and listed into the table called ‘Actions 

settings’; it is possible to expand the each item, to inspect them. 

 
 

The field ‘State’ tells whether the action is enabled or temporary disabled. To change the state of one 

action, just select it and press then the button “Enable/Disable”. 

To remove an action: select it, then press ‘Erase’ 

To Edit an action: select it, then press ‘Edit’. 

 

Variables 

 

It is possible to define Variables, which will be used into the Actions. 

Every variable is defined by 

- Name 

- Type: Number or Timer, where Timer is automatically decreasing of 1 every seconds 

- Value: not available for the type ‘timer’, since the initial value is defined run-time inside the actions. 
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3.16 System status 

 

 
 

AYLOOK offers a full-featured supervision panel. 

 

- System: model, serial number, release of the firmware. 

- Modules: list of the optional modules enabled into the recorder. 

- Records status: for every camera, gives the elder frame still recorded on the database 

- CPU: ausage of the central processing unit, in % (history graph) 

- Memory: usage of the RAM memory, in Mbytes (history graph) 

- Network: usage of the network connection, splitted in In (cameras) and Out (connected clients) 

(history graph) 

- Temperature: temperature of motherboard and hard-disks (history graph) 
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3. LIVE IMAGES 
 

 
 

To show the live images acquired by the system, click on the AYLOOK logo, then on the button “Live 

images”. 

 

 
The list on the right will then show all the available cameras, as well as all the previoulsy defined groups 

or cyclic, if any. The video-streams will be use the main part of the screen, which shape will be adapted 

to size and form ratio of the screen. The minimum recommended resolution is 1024x768.  
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4.1  Zoom 

 

Once selected one camera, clicking on the video-stream frame, it is possible to use the mouse to control 

the image: the mouse-wheel can be used to zoom in or out, while click and drag can be used to pan. 

When the zoom factor is greather than 1, on the lower right corner of the frame a small thumbnail will 

show the whole image and the actual magnified area. 

A double-click on the frame will instead magnify the video-stream in the full-screen mode; a further 

double-click, will restore the standard visualization mode. 

The same zoom and pan function described above, can be invoked applying on the control panel which 

will appear on the right side of the screen. Moreover, in this control panel is available the button 

‘snapshot’, which will save on your pc one snapshot of the current camera. 
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PTZ Camera When applied on a PTZ camera, the above descrive commands result in phisical 

movements and optical zoom performed directly by the camera. 

 

In case the current video-source is a PTZ camera, the control panel will even show the listo f the 

available preset-points, as well as the buttons to enable horizontal and vertical continuous movement. 

 

 
 

4. FULL SCREEN 
 

The button “Full-screen” of the main menu expands the video-stream area to the whole screen. The full-

screen mode can be invoked in any time, with any video-source. 
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In the full-screen mode, the same features of the standard visualization mode are available: zoom/pan 

and the toolbar. 

  

 
 

To return to the standard visualization mode, it is enough to click once on the video area. 

 

5. IMAGES AND EVENTS RESEARCH 
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To access to the images-search mode, select ‘Images search’ on the main menu. It is possible to search 

on single cameras as well as groups of cameras. 

  

 
 

6.1   How to search for images 

 

To search for images, it is necessary to select first the cameras or the groups of camera from the video-

sources list. Multiple selections –up to 6- are allowed and the selected video-sources will be highlighted. 

Once done, click on ‘OK’. 
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Once selected the video-sources, define the time range: the default start time is the actual time minus 1 

hour, while the default end time is the actual time, being the default interval +/- 30 minutes. 

 

 
 

Once confirmed, the right section of the screen will show a graph with one column for each camera and 

going from the start time (on the top) up to end time (to the button). 

Each column is composed by colored segments: 

- Blue: continuous recorded images  

- Red: alarms (motion detected) 

- Blackun colore: no images. 

Clicking on the graph, the main video area will show one snapshot relative to the selected time for each 

camera. If needed, it is the possible to start the play-back, else it is enough to click again to get a 

different snapshot. The horizontal line in the middle of the graph represents the currently shown instant. 

Please, notice that the ‘snapshot approach’ is by far the fastest way to search for something, due to the 

fast feedback given by the system even in case of search applied on multiple cameras. 

In case of need, it is possible to change the time-range of the graph in 2 modes: 

- Expanding/contracting the time range, applying on the zoom+ / zoom- buttons 

- Scrolling it, applying on the ArrowUp / ArrowDown buttons. 
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The playback control panel on the top of the graph offers:  

- Play/Pause button: to start/stop playback 

- Previous / Next buttons: to recall the previous or following frame.  

- Speed x1 x4 x8 x16: to control the playback speed. 

- Qualità: to control the quality of the represented video streams (the higher the quality, the higher the 

usage of resources and bandwidth). 

 

 
 

The zoom/Pan controls are available even in playback mode. 
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The buttons ‘Camera’ and ‘Time’ can be used to change the video-resources and the time range. 

 

 
 

6.2   How to export images 

 

To export recorded images, select the button “Images export” from the main menu. 

 

 
 

The log of all the exported images will appear: select ‘New’. 
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Set date, time and name of the camera, then press “Export”. 

The selected images will then be ‘frozen’ (and therefore not automatically deleted) for 7 days: in this 

time range you can physically export them clicking on ‘Download using player’, which at the end of the 

download procedure will run the Aylook player, a dedicated application able to play the proprietary video-

format of AYLOOK, as well as to export the images in standard h264 AVI. Press instead ‘X’ to remove the 

exported movie from the internal storage of the recorder (it will be done in any case automatically within 

7 days, to avoid to use all the system available space). 
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Movies The exported movies will be stored for 7 days or until the user decide sto remove them. 

The automated refresh procedure of the recorder will not apply on the exported movies.  

 

Aylook 
Player 

All the movies are exported in to the proprietary video-format of AYLOOK: the 

application Aylook Player has to be installed on the personal computer to visualize or 

convert them. 
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6.3  Events log 

 

The events log allows to access to the whole history of the events generated by the system. Often, it is 

the fastest way to ‘look for something’ into AYLOOK, thanks to the embedded links to the ‘Imagtes 

research’ section. 

The type of events are: 

 

 
 

- Notice: can be produced by the access control, or by the change of state of some I/O, or again as 

result of some user-defined ‘action’. If one camera has been linked to the message used to notify the 

event, then a thumbnail of a noticeable snapshot is visible at the beginning of the event description. 

 - Motion detection: system event produced by the detection of movement in some of the enabled 

analisys area. A thumbnail showing a noticeable snapshot is visible at the beginning of the event 

description. 

- Camera disconnection: system event produced when a camera is no more sending images. 

- Camera connection: system event produced when a camera is back on line after a disconnection. 

 

The events log can be filtered by: 

- Recorder name 

- Category 

- Time range 

- Text: if enabled, only the events containing the defined portion of text into the message body will 

be visible. 
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Clicking on the thumbnail of a motion-detection event, a quick-playback pop-up will appear, alrady 

playing the sequence causing the motion-detection. 

 

 
 

The embedded toolbar allows to control the play-back: Pause/Play, Stop, Previous and Next, Live (to 

jump on the live images of the camera) and Play-back (to jump on the full research module). 

 

6. QUITTING AYLOOK 
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To quit AYLOOK it is recommended to click on the Log-off button of the main menu and only after this 

operation it is possible to close the internet browser. 
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7. Input-Output 
 

Aylook has on board 3 opto-insulated inputs and 3 50V 500mA max open collector outputs. 

Those I/O are embedded into the HW watchdog of the system, a micro-processor device taking care of 

supervising the regular service of AYLOOK. 

 

 
 

Both inputs and output can be driven by the user interface (virtual keyboard, even on mobile devices) or 

by the ‘Actions’ which can be defined in AYLOOK to build even complex automation procedures. 

 

7.1 WatchDog data-sheet 

 

Inputs 3 opto-insulated (can be expanded to 6) 

Outputs 3 NO (can be expanded to 6) max 50V/100mA. 

Contacts Open collector 

Links USB 

Power request 70 mA 

Compatibility With all the variants of AYLOOK 
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8. ON SCREEN DISPLAY 
 

AYLOOK allows to define what to show on screen into the live view. 

 

 
 

Options are: 

- Day and Time. 

- Camera name: the name is the one assigned when configuring the camera into the system. 

- Frame rate: frames per second 

- Delay: average delay of each frame respect to the real time (due to the processing time client side, or 

to insufficient bandwidth) 

- Bandwidth: used bandwidth in Kbyte/s 

- Encoding format: MJPEG/MPEG4/H264
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9.  NETWORK MONITOR 
 

“Network monitor” is a device connected to the LAN, which can drive one monitor/TV set and show video-

sources of AYLOOK. A Network monitor can show up to 16 cameras per time, with a lomit of 20Mbit/s of 

video streams. 

 

 

 

Once connected to the LAN and powered On, after a few seconds the black image 

visible here will appear. 

 

 

To configure it, open the Setup section of AYLOOK and select “Network monitor”. 

 

 
 

 

On the left side of the pop-up will be listed all the 

“Network monitor” connected to the LAN (NM02 

and NM04 in our sample). 

Notice: it is not necessary to assign any IP 

address to the device, the configuration is fully 

automated.N.B 
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Clicking on ‘Refresh’, the name assigned by AYLOOK to the device will be shown on the connected 

TV/Monitor, to hwelp identifying the proper device.  

To assign the device to the video-recorder (every Network monitor’ can be driven only by one recorder), 

just select the check box ‘Use’. 

 

The name assigned automatically can of course 

be changed, while the MAC Adress is read-only. 

The ‘Quality’ represents the quality of the 

video-streamings sent to the Network monitor, 

exactly as happens when connecting AYLOOK 

with whatever client. Set it according to the 

desired resolution of the single video-

streaming. 

 

Please, pay the maximum attention to the setting of ‘Quality’. 

 

 
 

Selecting ‘Max’ quality, *every* stream sent to the monitor will have the max possible quality and 

resolution. In case of usage of mega-pixel cameras, even the representation of a simple group of 4 

cameras will force the device to process a quite huge amount of data, to then discard the big part of the 

resulting informations, being the connected TV/Monitor able to probably show just a single HD resolution 

stream. This, resulting often in connection problems, or sensible delay in the images. 

Incase of 16 cameras group, is mandatory to select a low-quality connection, to send 320x240 pixel 

single video streams. 

 

 

To set which cameras show on the network monitor, do as follows: 
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- go to the ‘live images’ section of AYLOOK 

- Select the camera, group of cyclic view you want to ‘assign’ to the Network monitor and visualize 

it/them on the live section 

- click on the video section, so to recal the small contestual toolbar.  

 

 

The 3 icons represent: 

- The camera 

- The group which the camera belongs to (if any) 

- The cyclic view which the camera belongs to (if any) 

 

 

 

 

Now click on the camera(group/cyclic view icon and drag it to the top-left corner, dropping it on the 

Network Monitor where you would like to show the selected video-sources. 

 

 
 

In case more Network monitors are connected to the recorder, there are no limits connecting the same 

video-soruce to more Network monitors. 

 

 In the ‘Users’ section of the Setup of AYLOOK, it is possible to define which user can deal with 

which Network monitor. Should you not be able to access one Network monitor, check your 

user’s profile, first.  
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